
Credit Unions know that communication is key to gaining 

your member’s trust. They also know that emails are rarely 

opened, and playing phone tag can be frustrating for your staff 

and members. In this day and age, texting is the only reliable 

channel to get your member’s attention. What's different 

about Trumpia’s SMS solution is that we cover all of the stages 

of your customer’s lifecycle, whether it’s advertising to get 

more members, moving them through the loan origination 

process, or providing customer service. And we do all of it 

with the best account management team in the industry that 

will advise you on how to get the most out of our platform 

and keep your members satisfied.
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98%
Read Rate

Why SMS?

91%
of adults keep their phones 

within arm’s reach 24/7
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How We Help Your Business

Enhance Loan Origination

Increase Loan Applications

Credit Unions can offer better loan terms than commercial banks but the challenge is 

more on getting many qualified people to apply in the first place. We can help you 

set up mobile keywords that, when your members text them in, will automatically sort 

them into lists for you. Keywords will automatically generate you more leads without 

lifting a finger, allowing you to focus on converting their applications into more loans.

Improve Targeting and Applicant Qualification

What truly sets Trumpia apart is that our Smart Targeting feature will allow you to 

send out the most relevant offers to qualified applicants. Based off of information 

you gather from your members, we can automatically set up messages to members 

that best match your loan programs. This allows you to increase your loan program 

targeting and approval rates because your members will already be sorted and 

you can message the right members quickly.

Here is how it works

STEP 1

A member texts in “HomeLoans” to your short code.



Our system will automatically ask, “Are you interested in 

1) Jumbo Loans  2) VA Loans or 3) Home Equity Loans?”

STEP 2
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HomeLoans

Are you interested in 
1) Jumbo Loans 
2) VA Loans or 
3) Home Equity Loans?

If the member responds “1”, our system 

can then send them a link to a form for them 

to fill out.

STEP 3

STEP 4

STEP 5

Thank you for showing 

interest in Jumbo Loans, 

a loan specialist will reach 

out to you shortly.

1.

We can track whether a member clicks the link 

or not, and automatically follow up with them 

after a set delay. Once the member has filled 

out the form our system will automatically follow 

up with the message: “Thank you for showing 

interest in Jumbo Loans, a loan specialist will 

reach out to you shortly.”

Now your loan specialists have a qualified lead 

and they can follow up with them promptly!



Speed Up The Loan Process Through Automation

Credit Union employees have a lot on their plate, and we can help with many of their 

repetitive chores. We can send automatic reminders while you move them through every 

step of the loan application process, or follow up with members who have incomplete 

applications. We can automatically send members reminders to give you much faster 

turnaround on applications.

Communicate with your Members

Our Two-Way Texting allows you to easily communicate with your members and have 

multiple threaded conversations. Better yet, you can do this using the business number 

you already own and operate. Text-enable your toll free number, customer service 

number, or even loan desk number so that you don't have to use your personal number 

to carry on conversations with your customers.

Minimize Late Payments

We can integrate with your systems and automatically send out SMS messages when 

deadlines are approaching and send late payment notices. You can send balance alerts 

so that your members can avoid overdrawing their account.

Get Better Feedback With Surveys

Offering a better customer service experience is crucial to giving you a competitive 

advantage over large banks. SMS surveys have a 98% read rate and are ten times more 

likely to be completed than traditional email or paper surveys. Trumpia goes beyond 

simple surveys, as we offer unique branching surveys that allow you to carry out an 

automated conversation with your members and get more specific feedback on your 

services.

Improve Member Satisfaction



Our platform gives you many ways to prevent fraud and help you keep your members 

feeling protected.

If you have multiple branches or departments, our Access Control feature enables multiple 

users to share the same account through different usernames. This ensures that each team 

member only has access to data and privileges that are relevant to their location and role.

Add another layer of security for creating an account, authenticating a new IP address, 

or any other possible ID theft by requiring a one-time passcode that’s either emailed or 

texted to your users when a suspicious activity is detected.

Our campaign consultants help Credit Unions  get the most out of our platform and 

ensure they get the ROI they deserve.

Two-Factor Authentication

Members can answer a simple “Yes/No” question with their phones if a suspicious charge 

is made on their account.

Two-Way Texting

Simplify Fraud Prevention

Multi-Location Tools

Campaign Consulting


